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I object to the forced implementation of smart meters for electricity customers, whether they

be customers of BC Hydro or, as I currently am, of FortisBC.

You will have received many submissions from citizens who are much more learned than I.

However, the effects that this implementation will have upon the electrical customers does not

take a rocket scientist to understand. We will be affected adversely both physically and

financially. I am given to understand that we, the public, are reacting emotionally and fearfully

because we simply don't understand the science and the economics of the situation, and that

the utilities should take steps to reassure us in our fearfulness.

I will not belabour you with the adverse health effects, I leave that to more learned folk who

will be presenting to you. It is enough for me that even the WHO has called for a moratorium

on these meters until their health risks are better understood. I have read several risk

assessments which others will be presenting and which I hope you review seriously. apparently

FortisBC is planning to install the type of wireless smart meters that present the gravest

potential health risks of all the smart meters available for installation. Italy is installing smart

meters that aren't wireless - better we keep our tried and trusty safe analogue meters, but at

the very least we should only have the type installed that were installed in Italy. I don't want

to become a guinea pig in a major corporation's pursuit of profit.

I would like to briefly speak to the economic effects of these smart meters:

-the implementation is estimated to be going to cost over a billion dollars. Australia has

found that the roll-out costs were underestimated by the untility company by $500 million

dollars and is now estimated to be going to cost 1.6 billion dollars. Hmmmmmmmmm ..... how

accurate are the BC cost estimations?

-Given that BC Hydro customers have already seen their power bills go up 25% - 50% since

the installation of some smart meters, the future costs for clients do not bode well.

- on October 30 of this year the BCUC approved a pilot program for FortisBC. The costs of this

program will be paid for by the customers, beginning Jan1, 2015. I wonder - will this increase in

cost to us be on top of a similar already 25% - 50% increase that current BC Hydro customers

are incurring?

- the current analogue meters have lasted for 80 years and are still working well, but
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apparently these smart meters will need to be replaced every 20 years. What will happen to

the customers electrical costs at that time? Given that installation costs will be paid for by the

customer, I think it is safe to assume that we can also look forward to paying for replacement

costs 20 years down the road, with another huge hike in our electrical bills.

- this smart meter installation will allow us customers to see that it is more economical to

wash our laundry and bathe in the middle of the night, eat cold breakfasts and dinners, etc, so

we don't use electricity at peak times. therefore we will save a few pennies while possibly

reducing our electrical useage by a small amount (the cold food). Is this not an awfully

expensive educational program for the public .... and if useage is simply shifted to different

hours, it won't impact the environment positively ...

- how many people on fixed or low incomes will lose their homes or huddle, freezing, in their

homes in order not to become homeless? What will be the added cost on society as a result of

these conditions, in terms of physical and mental health, institutionalization of victims, etc?

Can you take these costs into account when you look at the viability of this smart meter
installation?

- the provincial government is proud of the "success" of its' job creation program, yet they

legislated the loss of 500 jobs with this program, which can only benefit the utility supplier's

profits. I watch government cut-backs (220 jobs slated to be cut from ICBC last week etc.) and I

wonder.... 200 Chinese workers brought in to work in a mine in northern BC recently because

none of the 500 resident Canadians who applied were qualified to do the work ... hmmmmm .....

yet education cutbacks continue here .... Well, at least FortisBC and BC Hydro will be making a

larger profit due to the legislated job losses, how nice for them. The only tiny bright spot I can

see here is that at least BC Hydro has not become privatized yet and some of the electrical

clients in BC are still served by that utility. Surely someday its' customers will gain some greater
benefit from that than they are today.

- So what are the economic benefits of this smart meter installation program, apart from

potential increases in profits for the supplier utilities (although even that is questionable,

according to the resultts of similar installations in Europe). Well, many individuals stand to

make a lot of money from the installation of the smart meters, especially those who are part of

Corix. This company that was awarded the contract, without competition, to purchase,

distibute, and install these meters. who all has their hands in the pot? It surely isn't the

consumers. We will be paying for very important things to us, like having the information about

what brand of washing machine, etc., etc .... we use gathered and available for ... someone?

I want a moratorium now on the installation of these meters until they are proven safe. I want

the government to stop cutting jobs and wasting money on this wireless smart meter
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installation program. I want full disclosure to the public, by the government, of the risks in

EVERYAREA that these meters pose for electrical clients. I want current wireless meters to be

repaced by analogue meters or smart meters that do not have to be wireless. Rather than an

"opt out" option for smart meter installation, I want an "opt in" option instead - something that

is beginning to become a part of smart meter installation programs elsewhere.

Myself, I want to keep my analogue meter.
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